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OPTIMAL ELIMINATION OF NUISANCE PARAMETERS 
IN MIXED LINEAR MODELS 
LUBOMIR KUBACEK 
ABSTRACT. The vector parameter of the mean value of an observation vector in a 
mixed linear model (MLM) is supposed to be divided into necessary and nuisance 
vector parameters. A class of linear transformations of the observation vector elimi-
nating the nuisance vector parameter which do not cause a loss of information about 
the necessary parameter is considered. The problem which of these transformations 
has the property that the same locally best quadratic estimator of variance com-
ponents from the original and the transformed MLM is obtained is solved. Several 
kinds of estimators are investigated. 
Introduction 
In a regression model 
( Y . X ^ f ^ V ) . (I) 
where Vis an ;?-dimensional random vector with normal distribution, its mean 
value being E(Y\fJ) = X/J, PeJ?k (k-dimensional Euclidean space), X is a given 
n x k matrix of the structure X = (A, S); the matrices A, S are of the type 
n x k,, n x k2 and k, + k2 = k. The rank R (X) of the matrix X is R(X) = k. The 
vector /?is divided into two subvectors 0e J? ' and xe J? :, /?= (0\ x)'; 0 is 
a necessary vector parameter, x is a nuisance vector parameter. The covariance 
matrix £ of the random vector Y is considered to have a form 
p 
2 = Var(V|i9) = £ i9,V,, where symmetric matrices V,, ..., V̂ , are known, the 
/ = i 
vector 5 = (5,, ..., 9p)'e3t (open set) c ^f
p
n p> 1, is unknown. The set 9 is 
p 
assumed to have a property: 3e$=> £ #,V, is positive definite. 
AMS Subject Class i f icat ion (1980): Primary 62J05. Secondary 62F10 
Key words: Model with variance components. Nuisance parameters. Optimal elimination 
transformation. 
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This model arises in various problems of research and practice. For example, 
let us consider a gravimetric network. This is created by a k,-tuple of points on 
the surface of the earth. At each of them repeated measurements by a group of 
p gravimeters are carried out in order to obtain information on the actual value 
of the gravities 6>,, / = 1, 2 k,, and on the rate of each individual 
gravimeters. The rate, which represents the disturbing component of the meas-
urement, is usually modelled by a polynomial £ x{i
,'l,)t' of a certain order. The 
/ = i 
coefficients x\,d\i = 1 r, j = 1, . . . , /?(= number of gravimeters), d = 1, ..., 
D (= number of days in which the measurement is carried out), of the polyno-
mial represent nuisance parameters. The dispersion 9f of they th gravimeter is the 
jth component of the vector 9. The coefficients xJ-M/) of the individual gravimeter 
can be considered to be constant for a given day. On another day they attain 
another values; p x r x D = k2. The current size of k, is several hundreds or 
more. k: can be even greater. Thus the number of normal equations is k, + k: 
and this can be a rather huge number. It seems to be reasonable, in some cases, 
to eliminate the nuisance parameters from the input data performing a suitable 
transformation by a matrix T. which leads to a solution of a linear system with 
k: unknowns, and then to solve a linear system with k, unknowns only. 
A matrix T with properties TA = A, TS = O, transforms the original model 
p 
(1) into the model (TV. A (9. £ »9,TV,T ). The matrix T or the transformation 
performed by it is called optimal if the last model enables us to determine the 
same best linear unbiased estimator of the vector parameter 0 as the model (1), 
provided the matrix L is given. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
matrix T to be optimal in the mentioned sense are given in [5] (see also [1], [2], 
[4]). This optimality will be called the optimality with respect to 0. 
The aim is to find out if there exists such a matrix T optimal with respect to 
0. which in addition guarantees the possibility to construct the same estimators 
p 
of parameters 5, 9p in the model (TV. A(9. ]T tyTV.T') as in the model (1). 
/ = i 
We restrict ourselves to estimators eiven in definitions 1.1 to L4. 
1. Definitions and auxiliary statements 
Definition 1.1. An estimator Y UY (U is a symmetric n x n matrix) of a 
function g(9) = f 9. 5e9 . in the model (1) is 5,0,-LMVQUIE (locally minimum 
variance quadratic unbiased invariant estimator) if 
(i) l\9eS\E(YUY\9)= f 9. 
(u) UPejf )(Y-XP)\J(Y-XP)= V U V . 
(iii) Var(Y'U Yl^'0*) < Var( Y"0 Y\9W) for every symmetric matrix 0 sati-
sfying (i) and (ii). 
Lemma 1.1. The 5(0,-LMVQUIE from Definition 1.1 exists iff the class 
Wlg
n = {YD Y: U = U, UX = O, Tr (UV,) =f, i = 1, ..., p) is not empty; this 
occurs iff' feJ?(KU)), where ,#(K") is the column space of the matrix KU). The 
(ij)th element of the matrix K(/) is {K"*},-, = Tr(MxV,MxV;), where Tr(.) means 
the trace and Mx == I - Px, Px = X(X XY'X'. 
Proof see in [7]. 
Lemma 1.2 The #(0)-LMVQUIEfh>m Definition 1.1 is 
g{9)= £ A,Y '(Mx2:0Mx)
+V,(Mxi:0Mx)
+ Y, (1.1) 
/ = I 
P 
where E() = £ i9/
0)V,, A = (A,, ..., Xp)' is a solution of the equation 
/ = I 
S(MXL0MX)+ A = f, 
UJ/ere 
{S(Mx£(JMlt,<},/ = Tr [ (M x 5: 0M x )
+V,(M x 5: ( ) M x )
+ V / ] , 
/,j = 1, ...,/?, ^//d(MxL0Mx)
+ denotes the Moore—Penrose generalized inverse 
of the matrix MX.£0MX (in detail see [6]). 
Proof see in [7]-
Definition 1.2. An estimator Y'UY of a function g(S) = f'9, 5eSf, in the 
model (1) is (P(()), #(0,)-LMVQUE (locally minimum variance quadratic unbiased 
estimator) if 
(i) V {0e» }V{ j ^ * }£ (V r 'UK | f l &)= f'S, 
(ii) Var(Y'U Y\Pi0\ &{0)) < Var(Y'Q Y\^\ 9(0))for every symmetric matrix 
0 satisfying (i). 
Lemma 1.3. The (/?°\ 5(()))-LMVQUE jrom Definition 1.2 exists iff the class 
<%g = {Y UY: U = U,Tr(UV,) = / , i = 1, ... p, X UX = 0} is not empty: this 
occurs iff feM(K*)> w,1ere ( K % = Tr(V,y - PXV, PXV,), ij = 1, ..., p. 
Proof see in [7]-
Lemma 1.4. The ( / ^ 5(0))-LMVQUEjrom Definition 1.2 « 
g7<» = £ A,n^o + x r r x r ' M - p^yp* "HEO + x/*v
0)/xr' Y9 
/ = i 
vv/zere PX
L" = X ( X , ^ , X ) ~ I X'Lo-1 aru/ ///e Dee/or A = (A,, ..., Xp)' is a solution 
of the equation 
(S ( j^+x^
,v ,»'x-) ' "~ Sp^o '•(£„ +x^°^°»'X') » P X
L O I ) ^ = ^ 
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({SR},, = Tr(RVf.RV;.). R = (L() + Xp
{0)p{0)'X')~] and 
P7 ''(So + XP{0)P(0)'X') ' P7 ', respectively). 
Proof. The dispersion of a random a variable Y'UYfor given p{0) and L0 
is Vdv{Y UY\p°\ 3(0)) = 2Tr(UE0U2:0) + 4p
0)XU L0UX/?
(0). This quantity 
has to be minimized by the proper choice of a symmetric matrix U when 
simultaneously the conditions of unbiasedness X'UX = O, Tr(UV,) = /,', / = 1, 
..., F, have to be satisfied. This problem can be solved in a standard way using 
the Lagrange method of indefinite multipliers; the auxiliary Lagrange fun-
ction is 
4>(U) = T r (E 0 UL 0 U) + 2 /T X U L()UX/?
(0) - 2 £ A, [Tr(UV,) -/,] -
i • = 1 
- T r ( x X U X ) , 
where A = (A, A )' is a vector and x a matrix of the Lagrange multipliers. 
50(U) ?U = O o i ; , U E n + L0UX/?
(0)/?(0) X + X f f X U I 0 = 
= £ AV,. + X [ ( X + X ' ) /4 ]X ' . 
/ - i 
By multiplying the last equation from l.h.s. by X'L^1 and from r.h.s. by £0 'X 
taking simultaneously into account that X'UX = O, we obtain 
X[(x + x')/4]X'= - t wV-Px 1 ' ' -
/ = i 
Thus 
I 0 U i ; 0 + L()UX/f
,,),/?(,,)/X/ + Xp(0)p0)XUZ{) = £ A,(V, - Px° 'yPx
0 ' ' ) . 
/ - 1 
If the zero term X/?",,/?,,,,'X'UX//,l,,/J","X' is added to the l.h.s. of the last equa-
tion, then obviously 
u = x A,(E„ + x / r / r X ) - 1 (v, -Px"'v,Px""')(--o + x/ru,/r0"X')-'. 
Further it is to be proved that under the given conditions the matrix U mini-
mizes Tr(L0U L„U) + 2/r"'X'U L0UX/?
01. Let A be an /; x n symmetric matrix 
possessing the properties X AX' = O and Tr(AV,) = 0, / = 1, .... /;. Then 
Tr[S„(U + A)L„(U + A)] + 2/T'X'(U + A)L0(U + A)X/7
0) = 
= Tr (U L„ U L„) + Tr (AL„ AL0) + 2 Tr (AL„ U .£,,) + 2/T' X' U £„ U X/T + 
290 
+ 4/P'X'U .SoAX/ř0' + 2/ř0,'X' A£0ДX/f. 
As 
2 Tr (ДL0 U £0) + 4/P'X' U Ľ() AXß
0) = 
= 2 Tr j £ Я, AL0 [Lo"' - L0-' X/ř
0,/?0) X E0"'/(1 + /?
0,'X' L0-'X/P)]. 




+ 4/?0,'X'AL0 J ^,[--(7' -Eo"
lX^0 )^0 , 'X'2,7 l/(l + ^''X'Eo-'X^ 0 ')]. 
/ = i 
. (V, - Px" 'v,Px" '')[--« ' - VX/P/P'X '£ , , - ' / ( . + ff^'X'^Xff^X^ = 0 
(here the equality (£„ + X/?(,,/?0,'X')-' = V - E0"'X/^'/P'X'.£„-'/( 1 + 
+ /?0,'X'E„- 'X/?01) was used), then Tr[L0(U + A)L0(U + A)] + 2/?
0,'X'(U + 
+ A)Eo(U + A)X/r0) ^ Tr(L0U E0U) + 2/?
0,'X'U S0X/?
(,), which proves the 
statement of the lemma. 
Definition 1.3. An estimator YUY+ 2u' Y ofa function g(9) = f'9, «9e9, in 
the model (1) is (f)t0), i9(0,)LM VLQUE (locally minimum variance linear-quadratic 
unbiased estimator) if 
(i) V{fleJtk}V{9e&\E(Y'UY+2u'Y\p, 9)= f'9, 
(ii) Var(V"UY+2u'Y | /701 , 9i0)) < Var(Y 'U Y+ 2u'Y\/?0), 9(0)) 
for every matrix 0 and vector u satisfying (i). 
Lemma 1.5 77K? (/?'", 9m)-LMVLQUE from Definition 1.3 exists iff the class 
Jttx from Lemma 1.3 is not empty; it has the form 
g?9) = £ A, (v- xff0)y(i.0 'y.E,,' - .£,, 'p;" 'v,p;- ''£„-')(Y- X / P ) , 
/ - l 
where the vector A = (A,, ..., A )' Lv <:/ solution of the equation 
( S L ( 7 i - S L o . P , 0
l ) A = f (2.1) 
(notations SL i #/?<:/ Sv iP-.(, ' /.Ytre <7 meaning analogous to that in Lemma 1.4). 
Proof see in [7]. 
Definition 1.4. If the vector ff{)) in the (/70), #(0))-LMVLQUE from Defini-
tion 1.3 is replaced by the vector 0= (X'I,^]X)~] X'L0
 ] Y ([3]), then the new 
estimator is called 5((,,-mLMVQE (modified locally minimum variance quadratic 
estimator) of the function g(.) from Definition 1.3. 
Lemma 1.6. The 5(0)-mLMVQE from Definition 1.4 is 
h(Y)= £ A / r (M x I ( ) M x )
+ V,(M x L 0 M x )
+ K, 
/ - 1 
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where the vector I ^ (^. ^ y is a solution of the equation (1.2). The bias of 
the estimator T^(Y) JS 
b(9) = E[rK(Y)\g\- f'9= ^ A ' j T r K M . E o M J + V . E o - ' P x
0 *E], ... 
if 9= 9{0\ then b(9{0)) = 0. 
P roof . See [3]. 
Lemma 1.7. If a transformation matrix T /<9r the model (1) has a form 
T = I — S C , T S = O, TA = A, then it is optimum with respect to 0. 
Proof . Cf. Corollary 2.4 in [5]. 
Lemma 1.8. Let V be a symmetric positive definite (p.d.) n x n matrix and the 
rank of the n x k matrix X = (A, S) be R(X) = k = k] + k„ where R(A) = k,, 
R(S) = k2. Let L = V - V S ( S VS) S V and K = V - V A ( A V A )
1 A V. If 
Px
v = X(X VX) X V, P j = A(A LA) ' A L, PS
K = S ( S KS) S K, M ^ - l -
- P x \ M i = I - PA








L = O , 
M^ = M A M ^ = M ^ M A . 
Proof . The assertion is a consequence of Theorem 2.5 [5]. 
Lemma 1.9. A matrix equation AXB = C with an unknown matrix X has a 
solution iff AA CB B = C. The class of solutions is {A CB + Z -
— A"AZBB~ : Z arbitrary) (A" denotes a generalized inverse of the matrix A). 
P r o o f See Theorem 2.3.2 [6]. 
R e m a r k 1.1. The class J//{g
n from Lemma 1.1 is the class of all quadratic 
unbiased and invariant estimators of the function g(.) from Definition 1.1 in the 
model (1) (in detail cf. [7]). If . / /„ , , is a space of all n x n matrices with an inner 
product <A, B> = T r ( A B ) , A, Be-.//,, „, then K(/) from Lemma 1.1 is the Gram 
matrix of the />-tuple {MXV,MX}^ ,. 
R e m a r k 1.2. So far the matrix E has been assumed to be regular, which 
implies . / /(X) c V/(L). If V/(X) cz , / / (L) and L is not regular, then instead of 
L _ 1 the matrix L + has to be used in the preceding lemmas. Analogously instead 
of (E + XPfiX) ! the matrix (E + X/ffiXy has to be used. 
2. Optimality with respect to 0 and 9 
Lemma 2.1. Let V, K, L, MA , M£ be matrices from Lemma 1.8. Let K
(/) be 
the matrix from Lemma \.\ and .//,,„ the space from Remark \.\. Then 
. / /(K ( / )) = . / / ( G , ) ( = V/(G2)), where G, is the Gram matrix of the p-tuple 
{MyV.Mx'}/1. , (V,, ..., V^ are matrices from (1) and G^ is the Gram matrix of the 
P-tuple {MiM^Ml'MiY.il 
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Proof . Considering Lemma 1.9 an equation UX = 0 with an unknown 
matrix U has a solution of the form U = Z — ZXX~, where X - is an arbitrary 
fixed g-inverse of the matrix X and Z is an arbitrary n x n matrix. As U = U', 
Z(l - XX ) = (I - XX ) Z = (I - XX ) Z (I - XX ) (the matrix I - XX is 
idempotent) = (I - XX ) Z(l - XX ) = (I - XX-) '(1/2)(Z + Z')(I - XX ) 
Thus the solution is U = (I — XX~)'S(I — XX"), where S is an arbitrary sym-
metric matrix. If X+ is chosen for X , then U = M x S M x ; i f X = [(X')~(V .}]' = 
= (X VX) X V , t h e n U = M^ 'SM^. Thus the class of matrices U with proper-
ties U = U , UX = O, Tr(UV,) = / , / = 1, ..., /?, is {M^ 'SM^: S = S , 
T r f S M ^ M x ' ) = /,-, / = 1, ..., /;} and this class can be rewritten in the form 
{MXSMX : S = S' , T r (SM x V,M x ) =f, / = 1, ..., p). A matrix S, = S; with a 
property T r ( S , M x V ,M X ) = / , / = 1, ..., /?, exists iff there exists a matrix 
S2 = S ; with a property Tr (S 2 M x V,M x ) = / . i= 1, . . . , /? ; thus feJi(K
(l)) iff 
f e^# (G, ) . The equality G, = G2 is an obvious consequence of Lemma 1.8. 
Theorem 2.1. Let V be an arbitrary symmetric p.d. matrix of the type n x n 
and K = V — VA(A'VA) ' A'V, where A is a matrix from the model (1). Then 
T = M^ = I - S ( S KS) ' S K is optimum with respect to 0 and the model 
p 
(Ms Y\ A 0 , Y, # , M £ V , M £ ' ) enable us to construct the quadratic unbiased and 
/ = i 
invariant estimator of each function g(9) = f '#, «9e9, such that a quadratic 
unbiased and invariant estimator of it can be obtined in the model (1). 
P roof . According to Lemma 1.7 M£ = I - S ( S K S ) S K is optimum 
with respect to 0. Regarding Lemma 1.1 and Remark 1.1a function/(#) = f'9, 
& e 9, is unbiasedly and invariantly estimable iff fe. / /(G,), where G, is the Gram 
matrix of the /;-tuple { M x Y M ^ } ^ ,. In the model after transformation the 
analogous matrix is given by the/?-tuple ( M A ( M £ V , M £ ) M^Jf-. i, which is the 
matrix G2 from Lemma 2.1. By the equality , / / (G,) = , / /(G2) (c.f. Lemma 2.1) 
the proof is completed. 
The problem is if the LMVQUIEs from the model (M£V, A<9, 
P 
Y 5,M£V,M£') are the same as the LMVQUIEs from the model (1). 
/ = i 
Theorem 2.2. The 5 (0)-LMVQUIE of the function g{9) = f 9, 5 G » , where 
feJt(Kin), in the model (1) is identical with the # (0)-LMVQUIE of the same 
function in the model (M^Y, A6>, £ ^ M ^ V . M ^ ' Y 
Proof . With respect to Lemma 1.2 the # (0)-LMVQUIE in the model (1) is 
given by (1.1). This expression can be rewritten in the form 
X ^Y'MKM^MZV MXV,M!('(M^0Mr)
+ MVXY. (2.1) 
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/ - 1 
It results from the following. The matrix U in the estimator K'UK, where 
UX = 0 and Tr(UV,) =./;,./= 1, ...,/?, can be expressed as U = M ^ ' S M ^ (cf. 
Lemma 2.1 and its proof). Let us minimize the quantity Tr (U X.()U E0) under the 
side conditions Tr(UV,) =f, j = 1, ..., /;, where U = Mj['SMj[. The auxiliary 
Lagrange function is 
0(S) = T r C S M ^ M ^ S M ^ M ^ ' ) - 2 X ЯДТг(8М^умГ) -J]]; 
/-= I 
S0(S)/8S = O ^ M ^ E O M ^ S M ^ L O M ^ = £ Л,.М5(у.М5(' => 
S = 1 А Д М ^ М ^ ) + М ^ / М Х ' ( М Х Е 0 М ^ )
+ = * / = 1 
U = M^SM* = J ^M^ íMXSoMí r Míy.MÍ ' (MXE„Mír M V x • 
Now it is easy to see that (1.1) and (2.1) are identical. After taking into acount 
the relationship M x = M^Mg (cf. Lemma 1.8) (2.1) can be rewritten as 
£ A ^ M ^ V O M k f M ^ M ^ o M ^ M k r -
/ = i 
.M^(M^V /M^)MV[Mk(M^L0M^)MV]
+Mk(M^), 
which is the 5((,)-LMVQUIE in the model (M£K A6>, £ P s V / M ^ ) after 
/ = i 
elimination transformation by the matrix M§. 
Remark 2.1. Let T = I — SC and the matrices X and £() are at our dis-
posal except the vector TV. With respect to the invariance (Definition 1.1 (ii)) 
of the estimator (1.1) it is obvious that the estimator 
is identical with (1.1). 
Remark 2.2. It is easy to find an optimal with respect to the 0 trans-
formation T which is not optimal with respect to 0. If T = P^ (Lemma 1.8), then 
for V -= L~' the tranfsormation T is optimal with respect to 0 (cf. Theorem 2.5 
in [5]). However, the expression 
( P i V O ' M ^ t M ^ P ^ o P ^ M k r M ^ P i V P ^ M ^ . 
. [M i (P i^P i ' )Mi rMj i (P iK) 
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(analogous with (2.1) in the model (P^K A 6), £ PAV,PA')) is obviously z e r o . 
The matrix G2 (Lemma 2.1) in this transformed model is zero as well; thus no 
nonzero function g(.) of the parameters 9} 9f, can be estimed in the transfor-
med model. 
R e m a r k 2.3 If the identity matrix I is chosen for V in Theorem 2.2, then 
L = M s , K = MA and the 5
(0)-LMVQUIE in the transformed model (M™AK, 
мй .м д A , x s,м;ľAyмs
,A')is 
/ = I 
| M л , M S , я M л X я, (мГ^гм?'[м?(мГ . : 0 м™
л ' )мГг М Г ( М ^ Ч М 5
М А ' ) М Г 5 
, м ç »мc . [ M ; S ( M S A E„MS'A') M r i ' M;V,S(MS A Y). 
IfV = L0 ', then M ^ M ^ Y = [I - X(X E 0 'X) 'X L0 '] Y= u, where v=Y-
— Xfi, p being the ^""-locally best linear estimator of the vector p. Thus ,9|0)-




K£„Mg') MV]+ v, 
/ = I 
where L = ( M S L 0 M S ) \ K = ( M A L 0 M A ) \ In this case TY= Y- Sx, where x 
is the #(0)-locally best linear unbiased estimator of the nuisance parameters. 
So far the case of the function g(9) = f «9, 5 e 9 , where fe V/(K ( / )), has been 
considered. If f^ , / / (K ( / )) , no unbiased and simultaneously invariant estimator 
exists; however, an unbiased estimator can exist. This case occurs when 
f e , / / (K*) (K* is the matrix from Lemma 1.3). The problem is if T = M s will 
keep its optimal properties also in this case. Before answering this question let 
us give two lemmas and an example. 
Lemma 2.2. In the model (1) the dispersions of the 5 ,0 )-LMVQUIE, (/?(0), 
5 (0))-LMVQUIE and(P{0), 5(()))-LMVLQUE, respectively, are 
Var X A /Y ' (MxE,,Mx)
fV,(MK2: ( )M I ()* Y\9
l0) — 1 2Л S ( M X L ( ) M X ^ 
(~~f S ( M x V ( M j c ) . f ) , 
where X = (A, XX is the vector from Lemma 1.2; 
Var X Л, Y'(£„ + X^Ü,/Г'X') ' (У - P:" V,PX" ')(£„ + 
+ x/r0,/ř°"X') ' W . .9,0) = 2 ľ ( S l L ( (І:,, + x/*(,y*<» x ) ' 
— Spi,, ' (V, t X/г<»//<»> x ) i px
л«> ' ) Л 
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(— 2 f ( S ( L ( ( + X^
(,»/r'(,>'X') ' ' S p ^ ' ^ ^ x f l / f C ' l ' X ) 'P^ i ' ) O i 
where k = (Ah ••••• AlPY *
s ^1C vector from Lemma 1.4 and 
Var £ Я,( Y- XpУ (E0-'y.E,,-' - £0- • P^"' V P ^ '' Қ,"') ( K - X/f
,0))|/?<0), 5 ,0)1 = 
= 2A'(S^-. - S L lp,„ ')A(= 2f'(S^ , - S L lp,„ ' )
+ f), 
where A. = (A, Ap)' is the vector from Lemma 1.5. 
Proof. The relationship cov[(Y 'UK b'Y)\fi, 1] = 2b"LUXfi, cov[(K'U, Y, 
Y'V2Y)\fi, 2] = 2Tr(U, LU,i:) + 4/TX'U, LU2X/?and the definition of the ma-
trix S ( , have to be used. Thus the first statement is obvious. If 
U, = (E0 + Xp
mpm'X')'] V(£o + Xpmpm'X')-] - (£„ + 
+ xpmpm'X'r'pl°' V-Px*" ''(-So + X/P/P'X')"1, 
then it can be easilv proved that X'U, L0 = X'U,(L0 + X/T/T'X') , which 
implies cov[(Y 'U,K Y'U/YO|/T
), --o] = 2Tr[U/(L0 + Xp
mpm'X') U,(i:o + 
+ X/^'/P'X')]. From this the expression for the dispersion of the LMVQUE 
follows immediately. We proceed analogously in the case of the LMVLQUE. 
Lemma 2.3. The generator {V, — PxV|PxK'=i of the Gram matrix K* /'// the 
model (1) (Lemma 1.3) can he rewritten in the form 
{MKV,MK' - Pjy.Pj' + M;" V,PK' + P£V,M^ V , ; 
the analogous generator of the matrix K* in the transformed model (MK K, A0 , 
f 5, M K V, M K') is given by the p-tuple {M K V, M K ' - P^ V, P^U ,. (The matri-
/ = i 
Ces K, L correspond with L0.) 
Proof. It is implied by Lemmas 1.8 and 1.3. 
Corollary 2.1. 7/V, = M^° PS
K' + PS
KM^ ', then the transformation of the 
model (1) by the matrix MK causes the vanishing of 3t. 
Example . Let 
' - ) . ,» - ( •? 
0, -0.013 314, -0.013 314 
V, = [ -0.013 314, 0.023 669, -0.001 479 
0.013314, - 0.001 479, - 0.026 627, 
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V, = 
10 1.133 136, 0.133 136\ 
1.133 136, 9.763 314, 1.014 793 , 
0.133 136, 1.014 793, 10.266 272/ 
thus 
It can easily be verified that V, = Mx° P£' + P £ M ' 
K = 
0.055 866, -0.055 866, 0.005 587N 
-0.055 866, 0.055 866, -0.005 587 
0.005 587, -0.005 587, 0.100 559, 
0, 0, 0 
PS
K = [ -0.346 154, 0.346 154, 0.653 846 ), 





For the model (1) we have 
S ( M X E 0 M X ) + 












Var(Л|5 ,0 ,) = 2), 
0.001983, -0.045 543N 
-0.045 543, 76.268 811/' 
({K*}„ = Tr[(V, - P? V,P;» ')(V, - P? V,P^ ')], ij = 1, 
W, — S(£() + Xß^ß^X) ' 
0.009 712, 
-0.097 118, 





2.061 355 10\ 2 
2, 2 
io-\ 
= Varr^ ,]|^0), V0) 
W, Sv I - ' P.-o 
0.020 784. -0.207 844 




2Wr' = 0.964 261 10\ 20 20, 2 = Var & 
'(0) Q(0) /T \ 9 
Using T = Mg the transformed model obtains the form 
S =f°' ° 
[MA(M|E„Mg-)MAJ+ I Q , 1 / ' 
2S + w=(t S)cv.r(í,l^-2). 
K< 0, 0 
v0, 75.556 21, 
( {KX^TrKMŽV-Mr-P iV .P iOíMlY.M^-P iy .P i ' ) ] , / , y= l ,2 ) , 
W ] = S ( M K E o M K . + A 0 ( ( ) ) 0 ( o , . A . ) f — 
— S p ( M ^ o M ^ ) + , ( M K I o M K , + A 0 ( ( | ) ( 9 ( O). A r p^MsL0Ms' , f = ( Q ' J U 
2W,+ = Í°Q> fj (=> Var (4 |/ř*°». $») = 2). 
W2 = S(MS^0M|-,+ - S ^ M J ^ M ' ' 1 
2W,+ = fi' ^) (=> Var (92 \pm, Sf) = 2). 
0, 0 
o, 1 
Comparing the matrices K*, W, and W2 before and after the transformation 
we see that the optimality of the matrix Mg is not preserved if f£Jt(K{,)), 
feJt(K*). 
Lemma 2.4 The dispersion of the (^\ 5(0))-LMVLQUE at the point (/?, 9) is 
Var [ ( V - XP(0))'T(Y- X/?(0))|/J, 9] = 
= 2 Tr (T LT E) + 4 (fi - p0))' X T LTX(/? - /?(0)), 
whereT = £ A#-(2 '̂V-2^"' -^" 'Px
5 " V ^ " 'EJ"1) (Lemma 1.5); the dispersion 
/ = 1 
0///K? (/7*0*, 5(0,)-LMVQUE a/ the point (P, 9) is 
Var( V"U Y\p, 9) = 2Tr(U EU L) + 4/TX'U EUX/7, 
wAere U = £ A,(L0 + X/P/?
( 0 | 'XT' (V, - PX
L" V,P^ '') (E0 + X/?
<0,/P'X') ' 
/ = 1 
(Lemma 1.4). 
Proof. It is an obvious consequence of the implication V~ W"„(/i, £) => 
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= > V a r ( a / V + Y AY\fi, L) = a ' L a + 2a '£A/ i + 4 / / A I A / / + 2 Tr (A £ A .£). 
which can be easily proved. Here A = A' is an n x n matrix and a e l " . 
The value of the second term in the expression for the variance of the 
LMVLQUE decreases when fi tends to fi{0) (the matrix X'TXTX is obviously 
positive semidefinite); that is why it is natural to use a «9(0)-mLMVQE (Defini-
tion 1.4) instead of the (p°\ 5 (0))-LMVLQUE. The structure of the 9{0)-
mLMVQE (Lemma 1.6) and Theorem 2.2 show the possibility that a function 
g(.) unbiasedly estimable in the model (1) can be estimated by the help of the 
# (0)-mLMVQE in the model after transformation. 
Theorem 2.3. Let a function g(9) = f #, # E S , be unbiasedly estimable in the 
model (1). Let T = M " , where K = S^1 - L^1 A(A'L0-
1 A)-lA'I^]. Then it is 
possible to obtain 5(0)-mLMVQE from the model (1) by the help of the vector 
M s Yprovided the matrices £0 and X in the transformed model are known. 
Proof . The 5(0)-mLMVQE from the model (1) is 
tA^-x^iEo-'y^1 -x0->pr\v:^'z.0-
]](Y-xp), 
where 0= ( X ' L o ' X ) - ' X ' ^ ' Yand the vector A = (A, A.)'is a solution of 
the equation (S v , - S v - i p V H = f As Y - Xß = M x" Y, L - ' M ? = 
= ( M x £ ( ) M x r and Px~" ' 'X^ ' M x ° ' = O, the 5
,0 l-mLMVQE can be rewritten in 
the form 
£ A,Y'(Mx£0MxrV,(Mx--oMx)Y' 
/ = I 
(cf. Lemma 1.6). Let V be an arbitrary symmetric and p.d. n x n matrix. It can 
be easily verified that (MX
/L0MX")
+ = P^ v (M x 2: o M x )
+ P ^ v . If V = L0- ' . 
then ( M X " ' L 0 M X " ' ) + = P ^ o i ( M x E 0 M x )
+ P ^ l - i and simultaneously 
MX" '(MX"X:0MX"
I ' )+MX"
1 = Mx" ' (Mx i :0Mx)
+Mx
0 ' = M x
n ' M x . 
. ( M A M ^ M . M ; ' 1 = MX(MXL0MX)
+MX = (MxS.0Mxr. Thus 
® = f A,Y"(MXX:0MX)
+ V,(MXE0MX)
+ Y = 
, - 1 
= f A, Y'MX" '(Mx" V,MX"')
+ Mx" V,MX"' (Mx° V,MX"'')
+ Mx" ' Y 
i - I 
v ' 




/ = 1 
.[MA(M£L0MS')MA ']
+MAMSY. 
As MAP£ = O, the term M^ Yean be replaced by M£ Y - P^Y = M£ Y-
- A 0 , where 0 = (A'LAY1 A'LY, L = L"1 - .Co"1 S C S I ' S ) " 1 S ' l V = 
= (M s i : 0 M s )
+ = M«'(MSs:oM£')
+M£. Thus < 9 = [ A ' ( M ^ 0 M ^ ' )
+ A ] ' A ' . 
.(M£ E0M£')
+ M£ Y, because of M£A = A; therefore 0 is the (M£ £0MS')-
locally best linear unbiased estimator of the necessary parameter 0 i n the model 
after transformation. The expression © can be rewritten as follows 
© = £ A,(Mg Y- A0)'{[MA(M* £0M£') M A ]
+ . 






Let the term - (M* £ 0 M * r P ^
1 ^ * y P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ L0 M£')
+ be ad-
ded into the brackets {} in ® . The expression is unchanged because of 
p ( M s
K - : 0 M s V / ( M K E Q M K , ) + (MK Y _ ply) = 
= (Mg L0 M ^ T I A ^ M ^ o M ^ r A]'
1. 
. A ' ( M K E 0 M
K r Y-~P{^Kl^)+P^Y} = 0. 
Thus (7) is the (M£ L0 M£>mLMVQE of the function g(.) in the transformed 
model (M« V, A0 , £ « 9 , M £ V , M £ ' ) . However, the vector A = (A,, ..., A,)' has 
i = 1 
to be a solution of the equation (SL-i — S^ip^
1) A = f Thus we have to know 
the matrices L0 and X; we are not able to establish this equation using the 
matrices M S I 0 M
K ' and A known in the transformed model. 
Remark 2.4. The vector p{0) can be replaced by ft in the ( /P, «9(0))-
LMVQUE as well. An investigation of such an estimator is difficult, that is why 
it was not dealt with. 
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